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The IceCube experiment recently detected the first flux of high-energy neutrinos in excess of
atmospheric backgrounds. We examine whether these neutrinos originate from within the same
extragalactic sources as ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays. Starting from rather general assumptions
about spectra and flavors, we find that producing a neutrino flux at the requisite level through pion
photoproduction leads to a flux of protons well below the cosmic-ray data at ∼1018 eV, where the
composition is light, unless pions/muons cool before decaying. This suggests a dominant class of
accelerator that allows for cosmic rays to escape without significant neutrino yields.
PACS numbers: 98.70.-f, 98.70.Rz, 98.70.Sa, 95.85.Ry
I. INTRODUCTION
High-energy astrophysical neutrinos have much to tell
us about the most extreme environments in the Universe;
however, finding them is a difficult endeavor [1–4]. Colos-
sal detectors are required [5–7], such as IceCube [8], that
can observe the tracks of muons produced in νµ charged-
current scattering or showers (cascades) arising from a
variety of channels (as we discuss later). The first obser-
vation of two PeV-energy shower events [9] and numer-
ous ∼ 100 TeV events [10, 11] by IceCube from 2010-2013
may represent the discovery of such neutrinos, as atmo-
spheric PeV neutrino fluxes are low [12, 13].
A likely astrophysical mechanism is pion photoproduc-
tion by protons on a photon background, p γ→N pi, lead-
ing to neutrinos via the pion decay chain. An example of
this process is the well-known suppression of ultrahigh-
energy cosmic-ray (UHECR) proton fluxes at >∼ 1019.5 eV
due to the cosmic microwave background (CMB), the
GZK effect [14, 15]. The measured UHECR spectrum
displays a marked downturn near this energy [16–19].
However, the resulting >∼ 1018 eV neutrinos [20–25] are
far too energetic to explain the IceCube events.
The proton energy threshold for pion photoproduction
on the cosmic infrared/optical background is lower, lead-
ing to lower-energy neutrinos [26–28]. However, Fermi
measurements of gamma-ray absorption now indicate a
low level of the <∼ 10 eV diffuse photons [29] needed to
scatter off <∼ 1017 eV protons to yield ∼ 1015 eV neutri-
nos. Producing such a cosmogenic neutrino flux at the
required level in the 0.1–1 PeV range would generally
overproduce the isotropic gamma-ray background [30].
This suggests that the PeV neutrinos arose from within
some population of sources. The lack of correlation with
the Galactic plane favors an extragalactic origin [10, 11],
with IceCube limits disfavoring GRBs [31–35].
A long-standing hope is to determine the UHECR
sources and ascertain the acceleration mechanism [36].
Our goal is to discern what the IceCube neutrinos re-
veal about the sources of UHECR protons, in particu-
lar, whether the neutrinos share a common origin with
UHECR in the ∼1018 eV range where the composition is
inferred to be light [37–41]. Of special interest are sce-
narios in which the magnetic fields required to contain
protons during their acceleration do not allow for escape
prior to energy loss. Along with pions, photohadronic
interactions produce neutrons that may freely leave and
later decay into protons. We use the level of neutrinos
implied by IceCube data along with basic suppositions
about the means of neutrino production to construct
models (see Fig. 1) to illustrate necessary properties of
these sources, including whether the neutron mechanism
is responsible for releasing a sufficient proton flux.
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FIG. 1: Total ν+ν¯ fluxes of our four fiducial models. Normal-
izations are fixed to yield three >∼ 1 PeV events in IceCube for
Model 1, or ten >∼ 100 TeV events for Models 2, 3, and 4, fol-
lowing the methods in the text. To rescale for the flux of any
ν or ν¯ flavor i multiply by the corresponding post-oscillation
Ni divided by Nν+ν¯ for each model in Table I. The IceCube
data (circles) assume a 1:1:1 flavor ratio and ν= ν¯ [11].
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2TABLE I: Number of neutrinos and antineutrinos in our four models: total Nν+ν¯ or by flavor Ni at birth (after oscillations).
Model Nν+ν¯ Nνe Nνµ Nντ Nν¯e Nν¯µ Nν¯τ
1 6 1 (1.01) 2 (1.04) 0 (0.95) 1 (1.01) 2 (1.04) 0 (0.95)
2 (pi) 1 0 (0.23) 1 (0.40) 0 (0.37) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
2 (µ) 2 1 (0.55) 0 (0.23) 0 (0.22) 0 (0.23) 1 (0.40) 0 (0.37)
3 6 1 (1.01) 2 (1.04) 0 (0.95) 1 (1.01) 2 (1.04) 0 (0.95)
4 3 1 (0.78) 1 (0.64) 0 (0.58) 0 (0.23) 1 (0.40) 0 (0.37)
II. NEUTRINO EVENTS IN ICECUBE
The rate of neutrino interactions within a detector di-
rectly depends upon the impinging flux along with the
odds of a given neutrino interacting, which is based upon
the number of target particles and the various scattering
cross sections. In IceCube, at the energies of interest
here, the relevant targets are nucleons (protons or neu-
trons) and electrons. The wide variety of interactions
break down into two broad events classes: those produc-
ing a long-ranging muon and those that do not.
When no muon is produced, the energy loss lengths of
the products are relatively short, yielding quasi-spherical
objects referred to as showers. While the angular resolu-
tion of such events is modest (∼ 10◦; [10]) the rapid en-
ergy deposition can be nearly calorimetric. On the other
hand, muons with multi-TeV energies lose energy over
km-scale distances, so that they can even be detected via
Cherenkov radiation even when originating well beyond
the instrumented detector volume. Long tracks within
the detector allow angular resolutions of ∼ 1◦, although
the lower energy loss rates tend to obscure the initial en-
ergy, especially for muons beginning outside the detector.
The great recent advance in this field has been the
observation by IceCube first of two ∼PeV-energy shower
events [9], followed by searches including lower energies
yielding 37 total events with deposited energy exceeding
30 TeV, 9 of which display outgoing muon tracks [10,
11]. The background expectation is 6.6+5.9−1.6 events from
conventional atmospheric neutrinos and 8.4± 4.2 due to
atmospheric muons [11]. The atmospheric neutrino flux
from the decays of charmed mesons falls less steeply with
energy, but also appears insufficient [11], thus allowing a
variety of new astrophysical diagnostics [42–57].
We present an analytical method useful for examin-
ing the extent to which the neutrinos giving rise to these
excess events may have originated from the sources of
ultrahigh-energy cosmic-ray protons. In Section III, we
describe four models used to characterize the neutrino
fluxes originating at the source and arriving at Earth.
Section IV covers our means of keeping account of the
variety of interaction channels giving rise to showers and
muons. These are combined in Section V to yield event
spectra that are then normalized to the IceCube count
rate. These normalizations are ultimately applied to cal-
culating the expected flux of cosmic-ray protons for each
model and compared to UHECR data in Section VI.
III. COSMIC NEUTRINO FLUXES
We consider four representative models for the shape
and flavor composition of arriving neutrino spectra, with
normalizations later obtained by matching the IceCube
event rate, to describe processes that generate neutrinos
in different types of sources. One or more spectral breaks
will typically be necessary, so we make use of a general
smoothly-broken power law form to describe the spectra
arising from sources with breaks at E1 and E2,
dN
dE
=fi
[(
E
E1
)αη
+
(
E
E1
)βη
+
(
E2
E1
)βη(
E
E2
)γη]1/η
, (1)
with α, β, and γ the slopes, η=−2 giving smooth breaks
(approximating variation between individual sources),
and fi absorbing a factor of E
α
1 . A break might arise
due to an intrinsic cutoff in the accelerated proton spec-
trum or in other ways described below.
We obtain the neutrino fluxes at Earth, ϕν(Eν), by
integrating each source spectrum up to zmax =8 as
ϕν(Eν) =
c
4pi
∫ zmax
0
dNν
dE′ν
dE′ν
dEν
W(z)
dz/dt
dz , (2)
where dz/dt=H0 (1+z)[Ωm(1+z)
3 +ΩΛ]
1/2, (Ωm = 0.3,
ΩΛ = 0.7, and H0 = 70 km/s/Mpc), and dE
′
ν/dEν =
(1 + z) accounts for redshift. We set the rate evolution,
W(z)=1, which conservatively bounds the required neu-
trino emissivity, and discuss alternatives later.
Model 1 is motivated by the AGN model in [58] for
an E−2 accelerated proton spectrum with an E−2 tar-
get photon background, producing neutrons and pions
via p γ→N pi. Throughout, we assume Eν ∼ 1/20En ∼
10−1.3En, with pions and muons yielding identical aver-
age neutrino energies (and are not reaccelerated [59]).
The initial slope of the neutrino spectrum is α=−1,
steepening to β=−2 at E1 =106.7 GeV due to the photo-
production opacity growing to >∼ 1 at En=108 GeV. We
assume here that equal numbers of pi+ and pi− are pro-
duced, appropriate for interactions well above the photo-
production threshold, and that E2>10
8 GeV. The decays
pi+→µ+νµ, µ+→e+ν¯µνe and pi−→µ−ν¯µ, µ−→e−νµν¯e,
initially give νe:νµ:ντ = 1:2:0 and ν¯e:ν¯µ:ν¯τ = 1:2:0. In all
models, we neglect the ν¯e flux from n→ p e−ν¯e, which
carries much less energy and peaks at energies lower by
about two orders of magnitude.
3Model 2 considers the limit where only pi+ are pro-
duced, as with predominantly near-threshold photopro-
duction (i.e., of ∆+). It also incorporates the possibility
that the magnetic fields within the sources are strong
enough to cause pions and muons to lose appreciable
energy due to synchrotron radiation prior to decaying
[60, 61]. For each particle, the spectrum breaks where
the energy-dependent loss rate exceeds the decay rate.
We consider each separately. For pions, we assume a
softer spectrum with α=−1.9, with a cooling break at
E1 = 10
6.7 GeV to β =−3.9 corresponding to B ∼ 5 kG
(and that E2>10
8 GeV) with νe:νµ:ντ = 0:1:0 and no ν¯.
Cooling is more severe for muons due to their longer
lifetime. The flux from muon decay has the same shape,
but breaks at the lower energy of E1 = 10
5.5 GeV with
νe:νµ:ντ = 1:0:0 and ν¯e:ν¯µ:ν¯τ = 0:1:0. Thus, at high ener-
gies in Model 2 there are practically no antineutrinos.
Model 3 takes α = −1 with a low break to β = −2
at E1 = 10
4 GeV. A break to γ = −4 is put in at E2 =
106.5 GeV (similar to the spectrum discussed by IceCube
in [11]). Equal pi+ and pi− numbers are assumed, so this
model can also approximate fluxes from p p scattering.
Model 4 also takes α=−1 and E1 =104 GeV, only with
a steeper β=−2.2 that extends to E2 = 108.2 GeV after
which γ=−4. This model shows the effects of producing
only pi+ without synchrotron cooling.
Fig. 1 displays the shapes of the total arriving fluxes of
ν+ ν¯ for all four models (using normalizations obtained
in Section V). For Models 1, 3, and 4, the flux of a par-
ticular neutrino (or ν¯) flavor i can be found by simply
dividing each model curve by Nν+ν¯ then multiplying by
the corresponding Ni value in parentheses in Table I,
which accounts for neutrino oscillation using mixing pa-
rameters from [62]. Note that the Model 2 curve instead
results from summing two spectra with either pi+ or µ+
flavor ratios (as separately denoted in Table I).
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FIG. 2: Effective solid angle ∆Ωeff for νe, νµ, and ντ (“ν”),
ν¯µ and ν¯τ (“ν¯”), and ν¯e as a function of Eν . The upper set
of lines average over the full sky, while the bottom set shows
the contribution only from angles below the horizon.
IV. NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS
The most relevant quantity for interactions in IceCube
is the amount of visible radiation produced, which de-
pends upon the interaction channel. We work in terms of
the electromagnetic-equivalent energy, Eem, defined such
that for an electron Eem =Ee. For neutrino-nucleon, σνN
and σν¯N , interactions, we use the total deep-inelastic
scattering cross sections from [63] for charged-current
(CC) and neutral-current (NC) scattering and approx-
imate the average inelasticity 〈y(Eν)〉 [64] as 0.25.
A. Showers
In CC νe events (νeN→ eX), we assume that the elec-
tron deposits its entire energy, Ee = 〈1 − y〉Eν , into an
electromagnetic shower. The recoiling nucleon receives
a fraction 〈y〉Eν of the energy, resulting in a hadronic
shower that yields less light than an equivalent-energy
electromagnetic shower by a factor that is a function of
energy [65, 66] assumed to be fhad ' 0.9. We add these
together to get a total effective visible energy per inter-
action as Eem, e = 〈1 − y〉Eν + fhad〈y〉Eν = qeEν , with
qe≈ 0.95 (and similarly for ν¯e).
For NC events (ν N→ ν X), σNC is identical for all fla-
vors (although the cross section for ν is somewhat larger
than for ν¯). The only visible energy in this case is due
to the hadronic shower from the recoiling nucleon. For
Eem,NC =qNCEν , we take qNC≈ 0.2.
The properties of tau neutrino CC events (ντ N→ τ X)
depend upon the subsequent decay of the τ . Of the de-
cays, ∼ 17% go directly to muons (τ→µ νµ ντ ), with the
other channels [62] resulting in a shower. In each, a ντ
leaves with a fraction of the total energy. The τ→e νe ντ
channel yields an electromagnetic cascade with an addi-
tional outgoing ν. Other decays involve multiple mesons,
which result in a hadronic shower. This heterogeneity
leads to a broad range of light output. We assume all
such decays to give cascades intermediate between CC
νe and NC events, with Eem, τ = qτ Eν , where qτ ≈ 0.5.
While the τ can potentially distinctively travel a mea-
surable distance between the initial hadronic cascade and
its decay (∼ 50 m at 1 PeV) [67], we take the initial and
decay bangs to be indistinguishable.
While scattering on electron targets is usually negli-
gible, a unique spectral feature can arise from the in-
teractions of ν¯e. This is due to the Glashow resonance,
ν¯ee→W−→X, which results in a sharply enhanced σν¯e
near Eν¯e ≈ 6.3 PeV. W decay channels yielding quarks
are purely hadronic (qG,q ≈ 0.9). The e/τ channels re-
sult in a neutrino that carries away most of the energy
(〈y〉≈ 0.25 [64]).
The spectrum of events from each channel is given in
terms of the electromagnetic-equivalent energy as [68–70]
dNsh
dEem
= NA ρ T Veff ∆Ωeff σ(Eν)ϕν(Eν)/q , (3)
where NA ρ is the molar density of ice. The effective
volume of IceCube for showers is Veff ≈ 0.4 km3 after
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FIG. 3: Neutrino event spectra for Models 1 and 2 versus the electromagnetic-equivalent Eem for showers (left panels) and E
µ
em
for contained-vertex muons (right panels). Shower components (as labeled) include νe, ν¯e, ντ , and ν¯τ charged current (CC);
all flavor (νX , ν¯X) neutral current; and ν¯ee Glashow resonance channels yielding e and hadrons (included in ν¯e line) and τ .
Muon components include νµ and ν¯µ CC; ντ and ν¯τ CC decaying to muons; and ν¯ee channels yielding a µ or τ . The total
neutrino fluxes are shown in Fig. 1, normalized to three total >PeV events in IceCube for Model 1 and ten > 100 TeV events
for Model 2. Note that the curves would decrease somewhat below ∼105 GeV if energy dependence in Veff [10] was incorporated
rather than Veff =0.4 km
−3.
reaching full efficiency at Eem >∼ 100 TeV [10] and we
use T = 988 days [11]. For ν¯ee events, it is important to
have a better handle on the spectral features from the
Glashow resonance, so we instead use the full differential
cross section [64]. Note that the relevant target density
in this channel is that of electrons, which is lower by a
factor of 10/18. Our estimates using the dσ/dy distribu-
tions in [64] for other channels agree at the ∼ 10% level.
The scattering of neutrinos within the Earth lead to an
effective solid angle ∆Ωeff = 4pi 〈e−τ⊕〉< 4pi, with τ⊕ =
NA λ⊕ σtot(Eν). For νe, νµ, and ντ , σtot = σνN . σtot =
σν¯N for ν¯µ and ν¯τ , although for ν¯e the Glashow resonance
contribution is also included. The variation as a function
of Eν for each neutrino species, using the column depth
from the Preliminary Reference Earth Model [71] and
averaging over the full sky, is shown in Fig. 2. While NC
interactions result in loss of energy without removing the
actual neutrino from the beam (similarly with ντ ), we do
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FIG. 4: Neutrino event spectra for Models 3 and 4 versus the electromagnetic-equivalent Eem for showers (left panels) and E
µ
em
for contained-vertex muons (right panels). Shower components (as labeled) are the same as in Fig. 3. The total neutrino fluxes
from both models are also shown in Fig. 1, normalized to ten total > 100 TeV events.
not attempt to account for this here since the typical
neutrino spectrum is declining.
B. Muons
Muon neutrino CC scatterings (νµN → µX) also pro-
duce an initial hadronic shower, with a defining char-
acteristic of such events being a resulting outwardly-
directed muon track. The ∼ 17% of tau decays that re-
sult in a muon possess similar characteristics, although
the muon carries less energy than that resulting from a
CC νµ event with a shower of equivalent energy. We take
Eτ→µµ =〈1− y〉/3Eν =qτµEν , with qτµ≈ 0.25.
While one can calculate the expected energy spectrum
of muons that are produced, a more relevant quantity
to compare to measurable quantities in IceCube is the
deposited energy, which will include contributions from
both the birth shower and muon energy losses. To ap-
proximate the energy lost by the muon during propa-
gation within the detector, we first consider an average
continuous energy loss of [62, 78]
dE
dX
= −αµ − βµEµ . (4)
Integrating over a given range Rµ in ice, where αµ =
2.0×10−6 TeV cm2 g−1 and βµ=4.2×10−6 cm2 g−1, and
6adding the hadronic shower, gives a total EM equivalent
energy deposited of
Eµem = fhad〈y〉Eν + Eiµ − Efµ (5)
≈ Eν − {Exp[ln(αµ + βµEiµ)−βRµ]−αµ}/βµ ,
where Eiµ=〈1−y〉Eν is the initial energy of the muon and
Efµ is its energy as it exits the detector. For Eν
>∼10 TeV,
losses due to ionization (the αµ term) are subdominant
(these generally do not lead to observable energy de-
position anyway in IceCube). Using a typical range
of Rµ ∼ 0.5 km and treating losses due to pair pro-
duction, bremsstrahlung, and photohadronic interactions
as purely electromagnetic would lead to Eµem ≈ 0.4Eν .
This probably overestimates the light yield, and we find
Eµem≈0.25Eν better agrees with IceCube.
Muons arising from a Glashow resonance event lack an
initial hadronic shower. For this case, we take Eµem ≈
0.2Eiµ. The proportionality of the energy loss rate to
the muon energy, the high average initial muon energy of
∼ 1.5 PeV, and the stochasticity of radiative losses could
conspire to result in a large energy deposition near the
start of the track, although more sophisticated techniques
may have adequate discriminating power [66]. We also
assume that hadronic cascades will not themselves yield
an energetic muon track.
V. NEUTRINO EVENT SPECTRA
Using the above method along with our four neu-
trino spectral models, we calculate the event spectra of
each interaction channel in IceCube. We consider only
events with > 100 TeV EM-equivalent energy deposi-
tion in the detector, where the effective volume is nearly
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FIG. 5: Ratio of neutrino shower to contained-vertex muon
events versus deposited energy for Models 1, 2, 3, and 4.
constant and backgrounds are low. These total 12 Ice-
Cube events, one of which has an upgoing muon track
(Eem ∼ 250 TeV), with three shower events at > 1 PeV
[11]. The estimated background is ∼1−3 events [11]. Sat-
urating a previous 90% CL upper limit on the prompt at-
mospheric neutrino flux from charmed mesons [72] would
only yield ∼ 3.5 events, although the best model fit ob-
tained by IceCube contains no prompt component [11].
At > 1 PeV, no backgrounds yield 0.01 events [11].
Figs. 3 and 4 show the resulting spectrum for each νN ,
ν¯N , and ν¯ee shower and muon channel in the detector.
Model 1 peaks at ∼ 1 PeV by design, so we obtained
the normalization by integrating the total shower and
muon curves above 1 PeV, summing them, and equating
to three events, implicitly assuming that the lower energy
events arise from another distinct flux (although choosing
a lower cutoff would not change much). This results in
f1≈1.5×10−48 GeV−1cm−3s−1 when using Eq. (1).
For the other models, we integrate and sum both totals
above 100 TeV and equate to ten counts, not attempting
a detailed spectral fit. We break Model 2 into pi and µ
decay components, with f2,pi≈1.3×10−48 GeV−1cm−3s−1
and f2,µ ≈ 4.8× 10−46 GeV−1cm−3s−1. In Model 3,
f3 ≈ 4.4× 10−43 GeV−1cm−3s−1. For Model 4, f4 ≈
8.6× 10−43 GeV−1cm−3s−1. Note the differing overall
scaling related to varying the Eα1 values in Eq. (1).
IceCube’s fit assuming an E−2ν spectrum up 3 PeV,
a 1:1:1 flavor ratio, and equal numbers of ν and ν¯
yielded a per-flavor (ν+ ν¯) flux of E−2ν ϕν = 0.95±0.3×
10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 [11]. Multiplying by three, we
see that the normalization agrees well with our Model 3.
Using an energy-dependent Veff such as shown in [10]
would result in relatively fewer expected events at Eem<∼
200 TeV and raise our required normalization by ∼ 10 %.
Examining the importance of the Glashow resonance
(see also [73–77]), we see that the distinct peak at ∼
6 PeV due to the quark decay channel is most prominent
in Model 1, while completely absent in Model 2. The
dσ/dy distribution significantly broadens the other decay
channels. The W width to hadrons is a factor of ∼ 3
larger than the sum of e/τ , so 6 PeV showers are the most
likely. The larger attenuation of the ν¯e flux within the
Earth (as seen in Fig. 2) results in a minor suppression.
In Model 4, ν¯e only arise from oscillations and resonance
events are thus relatively lower by a factor of ∼2−3.
Fig. 1 also shows the IceCube flux model based on a
piecewise parametrization with approximate 68% confi-
dence ranges (points and upper limits) from [11]. Note
that this also assumes a 1:1:1 flavor ratio and equal num-
bers of ν and ν¯, so cannot be directly compared with
Model 2 or Model 4, since, e.g., their relatively lower ν¯e
fluxes should ease the strong upper limit at ∼ 5−6 PeV
due to the lack of obvious Glashow resonance events.
In Fig. 5, we show the ratio of shower-type events to
contained muons as a function of energy deposited. We
see that Models 3 and 4 both are consistent with the
single ∼ 250 TeV IceCube muon event observed in the
Eµem>100 TeV range [11] thus far.
7VI. THE COSMIC-RAY SPECTRUM
With a few simplifying assumptions, we relate our neu-
trino spectra to a proton flux with a normalization that
is thus fixed by IceCube. Since the highest deposited en-
ergy seen is presently ∼ 2 PeV [11], if the neutrino came
from z∼1, the source proton must have had Ep>∼1017 eV,
so we are indeed already in the UHECR ballpark.
As stated earlier, we assume that En∼20Eν , with the
number of neutrinos associated with each neutron decay-
ing to a proton with Ep ≈ En varying between models.
In Model 1, we have assumed that one pair of pi± is pro-
duced, so that six total neutrinos result from the pi±µ±
decays. The conversion to a proton flux is easiest to in-
terpret at energies below the first break. Here, we simply
write
Ep
dN
dEp
=
1
6
Eν
dN
dEν
(6)
with neutron decay giving a source proton spectrum in
the form of Eq. (1) with α=−1. Above E1p≈ 108 GeV,
the spectrum steepens by 1, as is reflected in the cor-
responding neutrino spectrum, however neutron interac-
tions cause another steepening at a slightly higher energy
[58], so that we simply assume β=−3. We insert a high-
energy cutoff by choosing γ=−4 above E2p≈109.5 GeV.
Integrating this spectrum over 1013 < Ep < 10
20 eV, we
find an emissivity Ep1 ∼ 3.3×1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1, which
isn’t greatly affected by the higher energy break.
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FIG. 6: The ultrahigh-energy cosmic-ray spectrum. Shown
are the proton fluxes associated with neutrino Models 1
(dashed) and 2 (solid). Normalizations are obtained from Ice-
Cube neutrino data (as described in the text) with 50% uncer-
tainty bands. These are compared to KASCADE-Grande [40],
HiRes-II [16], Auger [18], and Telescope Array [19] data.
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FIG. 7: Proton fluxes associated with neutrino Models 3
(dashed) and 4 (solid), in the same fashion as described in
Fig. 6 and compared to the same UHECR data. Boosting the
flux of Model 4 by a factor of 5 results in the dotted curve.
The proton flux associated with Model 2 is taken to
have the same spectral slope as the pion component,
α = −1.9, but allowed to continue to higher energies
since, while the neutrino flux is steepened by pion syn-
chrotron losses, the neutron decay length γn c τn∼10 kpc
for En ∼ 1018 eV is supposed sufficient to allow escape
from the magnetized loss region. In this case, it is eas-
iest to think in terms of the pionic spectrum (with the
muon component modulating the overall normalization)
and again begin at low energies. Now each proton is as-
sociated with a single neutrino species, rather than six
as in Model 1, giving a factor of six relative increase.
We include only an exponential cutoff at Ep∼1018.5 eV,
where synchrotron losses by protons in the magnetic field
needed for this case would be relevant (see [50, 79]). In
total Ep2∼8.9×1045 erg Mpc−3 yr−1.
The proton fluxes for Models 3 and 4 are more straight-
forward. Model 3 takes α=−1, β=−2, and γ=−4, with
E1p ≈ 105.3 GeV and E2p ≈ 107.8 GeV, with six neutri-
nos per proton. Here Ep3 ∼ 1.4×1045 erg Mpc−3 yr−1.
Model 4 uses α = −1, β = −2.2, and γ = −4, with
E1p ≈ 105.3 GeV and E2p ≈ 109.5 GeV. There are three
neutrinos per proton and Ep4∼4.2×1045 erg Mpc−3 yr−1.
Calculating the expected proton fluxes at Earth from
these spectra in order to compare with cosmic-ray data
(shown in Figs. 6 and 7) is somewhat more involved
than for neutrinos from Eq. (2), since more means of
losing energy are open to protons. Three types of en-
ergy loss are accounted for in propagation. At ener-
gies where pion photoproduction on the CMB occurs
(>∼ 1019.5 eV), p γ → N pi is the dominant loss chan-
8nel [80]. For Ep >∼ 1018 eV, and below the CMB photo-
pion threshold, resonant pair production on background
photons, p γ → p e+e−, dominates [81]. This process has
a large cross section, although each interaction removes
only a small amount of energy. Finally, there is an adia-
batic redshift loss term.
These can be combined via characteristic loss times
[82] as τ−1T (Ep, z) = τ
−1
pi (Ep, z) + τ
−1
pair(Ep, z) + τ
−1
a (z),
giving an energy loss rate of d lnEp/dt= τ
−1
T (Ep, z). We
can thus relate the injection energy at redshift z, E′p =
E′p(Ep, z), to the detected energy, Ep, with
1
Ep
dEp
dz
=
1
τT (Ep, z)
1
dz/dt
. (7)
The constraints imposed by this relation can be seen in
Fig. 3 of Ref. [83]. Using the same W(z) as above, we
calculate the spectrum of the arriving proton flux as
ϕp(Ep) =
c
4pi
∫ zmax
0
dNp
dE′p
∂E′p
∂Ep
W(z)
dz/dt
dz , (8)
with ∂E′p(E, z)/∂Ep calculated numerically from Eq. (7).
In Figs. 6 and 7, we present the expected cosmic-ray
proton spectra that result from our four models normal-
ized to IceCube, which we discuss below, with 50% un-
certainty bands comparable to the Poisson uncertainties
on the neutrino counts [84]. We have also checked, using
CRPropa [85], that the cosmogenic gamma-ray fluxes are
safely below the Fermi isotropic background [86] and as-
sociated constraints [87–91]. For Ep<∼1017 eV, these can
be interpreted as upper limits since γn c τn<∼ 1 kpc does
not necessarily imply freedom from the host galaxy.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
If cosmic rays in the 1018 eV range are truly extra-
galactic protons, the steepness of the UHECR spectrum
(∼E−3) implies that their cosmic energy density is much
larger than those at the highest measured energies. If
their escapes from acceleration regions were facilitated
by photoproduction of neutrons, then there must also be
a substantial flux of neutrinos from pion decays. The
simplified models that we have examined capture the
general flavor of the neutrino flux needed to explain the
IceCube PeV events and serve as a basis for comparison
with cosmic-ray protons.
Fig. 6 displays the cosmic-ray proton flux associated
with the AGN-motivated neutrino fluxes. We see that
Model 1 is significantly lower than the data (and the ν/p
ratio could be larger [58, 92] pushing this even lower).
This model also does not well reproduce the broadband
IceCube neutrino counts or the shower/muon ratio. At-
tempts to adjust the model parameters, e.g., choosing
an initial cutoff at a lower energy, tend to decrease the
1018 eV proton flux.
Model 2 appears to be a better match to measurements
in the 1018 eV range. The restrictions on this scenario re-
sult in this larger flux when the neutrinos are normalized
to IceCube. These include a need for near-threshold pho-
toproduction to only produce pi+. The low-energy spec-
trum is also softer than Model 1, requiring softer proton
and/or harder photon spectra in the source. A magnetic
field of B∼1−10 kG cools pions and muons prior to decay,
although such fields may occur near jet launching regions
[93] or the inner accretion disk, where AGN core models
operate [94–96]. Removing the no-ν¯ requirement would
reduce the proton flux by >∼ 3, since the Glashow reso-
nance channel reappears, although this can be somewhat
compensated for by varying the spectrum. If the emis-
sion is beamed, so that Γ> 1, the characteristic breaks
would move to lower energies in the frame of the acceler-
ator, requiring a larger B (as perhaps in GRBs [97, 98]).
Spectra in hadronic blazar models thus tend to be hard
(e.g., [99–102]). The shower/muon ratio leads to unique
features, with a lack of Glashow resonance events.
Fig. 7 shows the fluxes from the neutrino models with
parameters chosen to more directly fit the wider IceCube
data. Model 3 was chosen to have an intrinsic break in
the spectrum in order to suppress the neutrino event rate
above ∼ 2 PeV. Obviously, if this is directly associated
with a decline in the proton flux, there is no way to pro-
duce appreciable 1018 eV cosmic rays.
Model 4 appears more promising. The steeper spec-
trum leads to relatively fewer high-energy neutrino
events, with the lower ν¯e flux making the Glashow reso-
nance less prominent, although it is allowed to continue
to higher energies. Even in this case, though, the proton
flux does not match up with the UHECR data.
Interpreting our neutrino fluxes as the result of the
photopion process, we see that the resulting protons are
typically insufficient to explain the cosmic-ray measure-
ments unless the neutrino output is suppressed. The first
important implication is that, if the source conditions do
not include a mechanism for effective pion/muon cool-
ing, the dominant class of accelerator should allow for
proton escape without significant neutrino production.
This might also imply the benefit of allowing for efficient
escape of nuclei, which tend to be more fragile due to the
lower thresholds for photodisintegration.
For instance, increasing the Model 4 proton flux by
a factor of 5 brings good agreement near 1018 eV. At
lower energies, the UHECR spectrum is presumably due
to Galactic nuclei (see, e.g., [103]). At >∼ 1019 eV, the ori-
gin of the received flux is unclear, with a heavy-nuclear
composition inferred by Auger [39], in contrast to HiRes
[38], and the possible influence of Cen A as a local source
(see [104]). If we take the Auger results at face value and
assume that nuclei make up the difference, similar to the
model of [105], a transition in composition at ∼ 1018.5 eV
results, although we have not addressed this in detail.
Dividing our inferred neutrino emissivity for Models 3
and 4 into sources with space density n yields an aver-
age of ∼ 1037 erg s−1(Mpc−3/n). This simple energetics
9requirement can be met by galaxies or a variety of AGN
classes, although more exotic scenarios may be consid-
ered [106–114]. The neutrino flux is accompanied by
roughly two to four times this energy in gamma rays,
which will quickly cascade in or near the source. Model 2
also implies synchrotron gamma rays from charged pions
and muons. Since neutral pions are not cooled, their
spectrum would thus extend to a higher energy. These
should be discussed in terms of concrete source models.
Our use of constant cosmic evolution is similar to that
of intermediate-luminosity quasars (e.g., [115]). Stronger
source evolution, such as from bright quasars [115],
gamma-ray bursts [116], the cosmic star formation his-
tory [117], or black hole production [118], would result in
relatively more neutrinos. Using the SFR fit from [119]
would decrease the required per-source neutrino emissiv-
ity by a factor of ∼4, with the spectral peaks shifting to
slightly lower energies. While cosmic rays at the lower
end of the energy range would roughly have a correspond-
ing upward shift, at higher energies loss rates are more
severe and the spectrum is relatively steepened due to
a lack of compensation from more distant sources. This
works in the same direction of our main conclusion relat-
ing the sources of cosmic-ray protons and neutrinos.
If a fraction of the IceCube events turn out to be from
the Milky Way, the inferred extragalactic neutrino flux
would decrease. This would only strengthen our conclu-
sion that considering photohadronic interactions in iso-
lation is not sufficient to account for freeing cosmic-ray
protons from their birthplaces and that neutrino produc-
tion should be relatively inefficient wherever the cosmic
rays arise. It is also possible that neutrinos are being
produced where cosmic rays cannot escape at all (e.g.,
[58, 94]). IceCube may thus be peering into the workings
of a class of accelerator distinct from those yielding pro-
tons, deepening the mystery of the origin of cosmic rays,
while informing us of an aspect of the extreme universe
that would not otherwise be evident.
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